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Version 7.24 Improvements
In this new version we have overhauled the WindPlot 3D. Very little was done to the 2D program other than a few minor fixes. So if you
do not have 3D you probably do not need this update.
Build as you go.
Now you do not have to have the bottom builder to see the difference in
the bottom. It requires that you have some kind of 3D charts for the area.
When this feature is turned on you will see the bottom move up or down
according to the depth that is fed in by a an external depth sounder.
To turn on: Click on “Options” in the 3D window. Click on “Show Tracks”
and select “Build as you go”. Build as you go is on when this item is
checked. Depth sounder hook up is required or you can not select this
option. The new rebuilt bottom will only appear in the current track and is
not saved to your 3D charts. P-Sea BedBuilder option is required to save
this data so it shows back up later.
Improved World coverage
We have added a medium resolution world chart to the regular world
chart. This DVD is provided for free to any 3D WindPlot user. With this
DVD installed and a regular regional 3D chart you can get 3D from just about any range you put WindPlot on.
Low-resolution 3D chart generator added
You can now generate a low resolution chart from your regional 3D charts. This gives you a smoother look to the 3D when zooming to
larger ranges. If you install 7.24 then you should go to the “Depth Files” menu in the 3D window and select “Make Low Res. Files”.
See actual mark color, symbol, printing, RB flags and linked marks in 3D
Previous to this version marks would only show up as cross marks in 3D. You could have it circled and depth appear
too but you didn’t know the symbol or color like the 2D shows but now you can. To turn it on just click on the
“Options” menu in the 3D window and select “Show Marks”. Then if you click on “Show Shapes” so that it is checked
you will see your marks appear on the plotter screen. Note that the closer the 3D view to the marks the bigger the
symbols will appear. You can get information about any mark now from the 3D screen by placing your mouse arrow
over any of these symbols.
If you set marks to have something printed next to them on the screen like TD #’s you can now see this on the 3D screen as well. To
turn this printing on or off just click on “Options” in the 3D menu and select “Show Marks” and click the “Print Names”. The printing will
appear when this item is checked. You can also show other mark-related objects, check the “Show RB Flags” to show range and bearing
flags and “Show Link Lines” to see marks that are linked together.
See Routes, Waypoints and Boundaries in 3D now
See routes and boundaries right on the 3D screen. They are turned on in the 3D “Options” menu. Just check the “Show Routes”, “Show
Waypoints” or “Show Boundaries” by clicking on them to turn them on.
Panning Arrows added to 3D
Panning arrows have now been added to 3D just like the way the 2D panning arrows work. When you get close to the edge of the 3D
display you sometimes will see the cursor change to “PAN” with an arrow showing the direction of the pan. If you click when you see
this happen the cursor will turn on and the 3D screen will move to view the direction the arrow next to the word PAN was indicating. It
may not always appear depending on how the 3D is sloping. It is turned off when the 2D panning arrows are turned off in the 2D
Window/fonts menu.
3D mouse/screen rotation deactivation button
Normally you use the mouse to change the 3D view by holding the left mouse button down and move the mouse up/down to
zoom the 3D and right left to rotate the 3D view. A new button was added to the upper-right of the 3D screen that will allow you
to freeze the mouse control of the 3D view. Click this button and when a red circle with a slash through it appears the mouse
will be deactivated.
Track Point Clean up added to TRACKS>PREVIOUS>EDIT menu
Selected tracks flash now when editing them from the plotter screen
Click on the letters: S E N W S on the bottom scroll bar to snap the 3D picture to that compass heading.
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